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● Source: E-invoice Platform (Ministry of Finance, R.O.C. )

● Data amount: 2013.1 - 2016.9, monthly data

● Tier: Amount of e-invoice donation in A city / Amount of e-invoice issued in A city

● Top Tier: Taipei, New Taipei

● Middle Tier: Yunlin, Hsinchu City

● Bottom Tier: Chiayi County, Hsinchu County

● Training (2013.1~2016.1) / Validation (2016.2~2016.9)

Data

https://www.einvoice.nat.gov.tw/mobile/index!showArticleDetail;jsessionid=nLRHJqKLLbchZBm22dSkcJ5DXJKJ2YGxJsm0MGvRQlclgw8nKsLD!1960316689?articleId=1415849079016
https://www.mof.gov.tw/


Selection Basis
Why MAPE,  not RMSE?

- RMSE is vulnerable to extreme value.( There are several e-invoice promotion 
might cause extreme value.)

- From our business goal, the government might take some promotion event 
based on our forecast in the future.

Overestimated or underestimated model?

- From our business goal, the government should not overestimated but can 
make underestimated forecast.

- So that, the resource allocation might not be unfair or specified at certain cities.



Choosing Forecasting Methods with different selection of data/tier/methods.
- The MAPE of training and validation period are too huge in Naive/Seasonal Naive methods.

- The MAPE between training and validation period have a huge difference in Linear Regression 
which may cause the problem of overfitting.

- We choose Moving Average and S.E.S. as primary forecasting method. 

Method Comparison

Taipei New Taipei Yunlin Hsinchu City Chiayi County Hsinchu County
Naive 8.30 / 18.78 6.32 / 11.62 6.48 / 19.90 6.68 / 16.37 5.85 / 16.06 6.60 / 13.46

Seasonal Naive 19.37 / 41.53 13.77 / 26.44 15.54 / 36.53 14.88 / 30.20 11.28 / 25.38 14.19 / 24.29

M.A 3.27 / 6.13 3.87 / 2.80 4.30 / 5.50 2.93 / 5.19 3.62 / 3.57 3.76 / 3.42

S.E.S 1.72 / 5.43 1.83 / 3.95 3.51 / 7.9 1.97 / 5.1 3.5 /14.2 1.74 / 3.61

Linear Regression 2.41 / 18.41 2.33 / 9.91 3.37 / 18.54 2.38 / 14.1 2.07 / 11.42 1.92 / 5.32

Valid = 8 month
Train MAPE / Valid MAPE Red stand for the lowest MAPE in each column



Method Selection
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Simple exponential smoothingMoving average

● The residual of S.E.S method is higher than Moving Average during validation 
period.

● The government may accept underestimate predictions but not 
overestimated. 

● S.E.S. perform better while most of its forecasting values are lying above 0 
(underestimated, A - F = E)



Challenge
● Calculating the accuracy (MAPE or RMSE) of ARMA and External Info is difficult since we use 

the residual to calculate and is different from Naive, MA, S.E.S.
● Is separating forecasting method for non-stable trend series (time series while promotion 

events occur) and stable series (time series when trend behaves) necessary?

S.E.S result
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